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Child-custody litigation is typically hostile, stressful, and expensive. For thousands of years, society has wrestled with the issue of properly assigning custody of children when parents fight over it. In King Solomon’s court, there were no licensed psychologists to extensively interview families, apply psychological tests, and offer recommendations. Today, it is commonplace in our society to have psychologists evaluate families litigating over custody.

In the United States, approximately 100,000 custody battles take place each year. However, psychological evaluations are not ordered in all contested custody cases. By and large, a custody investigation is ordered when it is unclear who should be designated as the primary residential parent and when there are resources available to pay for the examination.

Custody evaluations can be pricey. Results of a nationwide survey of psychologists in 2001 in the United States revealed that the average charge for a custody evaluation was $3,335, topping out at $15,000. While some jurisdictions provide programs that offer custody investigations at reduced cost, fees exceeding the nationwide survey maximum have been reported. In 2003, the Florida Court of Appeal noted that one psychologist charged $20,000—an amount equal to the parties’ entire net worth, and questioned how it could be in a child’s best interest for the family’s resources to be depleted by fees of this magnitude. There are no statistics available in the psychological literature that measure the degree to which custody evaluations influence judicial decisions, but there is little question that these investigations affect the lives of those so evaluated.

In light of the impact of custody examinations on families litigating over such matters, it is important to understand how well these investigations perform. Are families getting their money’s worth? Do the recommendations stemming from these evaluations represent the best possible custodial arrangements? These are the fundamental questions underlying an order for a psychological evaluation of a family litigating over custody.

To answer these questions properly, one should rely on sound scientific data. More specifically, well-conducted scientific research should tell us: (1) how a child’s best interest will be served by being placed primarily with one parent over the other; and (2) how to identify the parent who can best serve that interest. Custody recommendations to the court should flow from such research.

SCIENTIFIC EVALUATION OF CUSTODY RECOMMENDATIONS

More than a decade ago, in 1993, I reviewed the state of scientific data supporting custody-evaluation reports and found that the lack of good data caused clear problems for judges:

Currently, there is no clear-cut body of scientific data about some of the basic questions that underlie a custody recommendation. For example, there is an absence of strong scientific evidence regarding precise parenting characteristics that guarantee “good parenting.” Similarly, we lack sound research data regarding the effects on the future of a child who’s been placed with the “wrong” parent. Given the absence of well-established scientific data on these issues, this leaves the mental health professional with tremendous leeway in regard to how he or she decides to go about doing a custody evaluation and in the interpretation of the data collected for that investigation. As such, what one mental health expert might see as critical, another similarly trained professional might see as trivial. This leaves the court in a terrible quandary—one of which the court, at times, may not even be aware.

One year later, the American Psychological Association (APA) issued guidelines for conducting custody evaluations. The APA guidelines are not based on scientific evidence and are limited in nature. The APA guidelines offer non-mandatory recommendations about the psychologist’s role in conducting custody evaluations, such as maintaining an impartial...
stance, keeping the child’s best interest paramount, and obtaining informed consent. The guidelines do not specify what interview format to follow, what tests to administer, or what particular family data should be generated in order to lead to a particular custodial recommendation.

In 2000, a review of the psychological literature on custody evaluations revealed that the scientific basis for these investigations remained highly deficient, leading the reviewers to a conclusion of significant concern about the usefulness of these evaluations:

One of the primary problems with child custody evaluations is that the assessment of a child’s best interest necessarily involves a future prediction by a psychologist. A psychologist must somehow forecast how a particular child is likely to be psychologically adjusted several years postdivorce on the basis of a myriad of complex factors and interactions. It is well-noted that psychologists as a group are particularly inaccurate in making future behavioral predictions and may even be more inaccurate than lay persons are.10

More than a decade has passed since the APA guidelines were issued, yet current research indicates that scientifically validated tools to assess parenting competency are still not available.11 If custody evaluations by psychologists are not scientifically validated, what then is the court getting when it orders examinations of this kind to take place? This article seeks to provide judges with an answer to this critical question.

CUSTODY EVALUATION COMPONENTS

When a psychologist conducts a child-custody investigation, the tasks executed typically are:

• Interviewing key litigation participants;
• Administering psychological tests;
• Conducting observations of the parents and offspring;
• Conceptualizing the results of 1-3; and
• Making recommendations to the court.

Interviewing. Psychologists have yet to agree upon what variables should be evaluated in a custody investigation;12 thus, there is no scientifically accepted interview format for conducting a custody evaluation. The design of the interviews will vary across evaluators and, quite likely, the quality of these interviews will vary as well. At the present time, it is up to the evaluator to choose what questions will be asked, not the scientific literature. In the absence of scientific validity, there is no
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objective way to know whether the interviews in any particular case are designed well or poorly, executed with skill or error, and/or contribute to or detract from the best custodial arrangement being ordered by the court.

**Psychological testing.** Since there is no scientifically accepted protocol for psychological testing of custody litigation participants, the assessment instruments chosen for a custody evaluation will depend ultimately on the individual preferences of the psychologist. In the absence of scientific evidence to guide custody examinations, a family that is evaluated by psychologist A may receive a very different evaluation than if seen by psychologist B or C. Where psychologist A may choose to use tests D, E, and F routinely, psychologist B may prefer tests G, H, I, and J, while psychologist C may not adopt any standard testing regimen. There are more than 2,000 psychological tests available commercially to psychologists. While judges may recognize the names of popular tests, such as the MMPI or Rorschach, it would be erroneous to assume that these psychological assessment instruments are scientifically validated for performing custody evaluations: there simply is no scientific evidence that these tests identify the “right” parent in custody litigation.

**Observations.** It would seem intuitive that to make predictions about how parents and children will behave with each other in the future, one would need to observe their current interactions. With no scientific-research base to determine whether such observations are necessary and, if so, how they should be conducted, it should come as no surprise that psychologists differ among themselves in how they conduct such observations. Whether each parent should be viewed with each child once, twice, or not at all, and, if seen, under what conditions (e.g., performing a difficult task together, playing a game together, discussing a particular topic), has yet to be established by a body of systematic psychological research.

**Conceptualization of data.** Because there is no consensual scientific guidance for interpreting the data collected during a custody evaluation, the appointed evaluator has tremendous discretion in determining what information to focus on or gloss over, assign weights of importance, or disregard completely. This leaves the psychologist with considerable power accompanied by virtually no oversight. While the evaluator may be subject to questioning by the bench and by counsel, these individuals are usually not practicing psychologists.

In the absence of scientific evidence, two custody evaluators viewing the exact same data set on a family could provide two very different interpretations. These interpretations will reflect the “leanings” of each psychologist toward particular interview, test, and observational data—or what the dictionary defines as bias. According to Webster’s Revised Unabridged Dictionary, bias is the “leaning of the mind” or “propensity or prepossession toward an object or view.” When scientific evidence to support a choice of evaluation instrument is lacking and when there is no professional consensus on the matter, the assessment tool chosen reflects the biases or “leanings” of the evaluator. The same holds true for interpretations of the constellation of interview, test, and observational data collected on a particular family.

**Custody recommendations.** Given that interview format, test selection, observational approach, and data interpretation are more likely influenced by the biases of the evaluator than by scientific evidence, it should come as no surprise that recommendations regarding timesharing and custodial placement suffer from the same weakness. In the field of psychology, there are no scientifically validated and uniformly accepted timesharing and custodial placement guidelines. Thus, when a psychologist offers custody recommendations, he or she is offering an opinion that could differ significantly from another psychologist’s interpretation of the same family data. And because psychologists involved in family-law cases can make mistakes in their evaluations, diagnoses, and treatment recommendations, when two psychologists differ in their conclusions, it also is possible that both may be wrong.

**RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE JUDICIARY**

In a nutshell, courts appropriately seek guidance from mental-health practitioners when ruling on fateful issues like child-custody determinations, but the scientific literature these clinicians rely upon is inadequate to support the needs of the court. Child-custody evaluations have significant limitations. What then should be done? Should the courts continue to order psychological investigations of families contesting custody? Should psychologists refrain from conducting these examinations?

At the present time, there are no easy answers to these questions. In fact, psychologists themselves disagree as to whether or not they should be offering child-custody recommendations to the court. Despite the lack of professional consensus and scientific validity, there are no indications at present that
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courts and attorneys will stop ordering child-custody investigations. Thus, we come to this question: How can the court improve its utilization of these evaluations despite their significant limitations? To this end, consider this list of recommendations for consideration:

**Assign an appropriate weight to the custody report.** It is imperative to understand that there is no scientific evidence that a better ruling will be made when a custody evaluation is done versus when one hasn’t been done. Furthermore, contrary to what the general public might expect, there is no scientific evidence that a psychologist is any better at determining the best custodial placement compared to a judge, an attorney, or a layperson. As such, when a custody recommendation seems based on clear-cut convincing evidence, it likely deserves greater consideration than a recommendation lacking it.

**Recognize that quantity may not mean quality.** When a psychologist performs a multitude of tests or engages in extensive interviewing, these activities may suggest the evaluation is comprehensive. However, a mechanic can inspect a malfunctioning automobile extensively yet still recommend the wrong course of action. In the case mentioned earlier of a family being charged $20,000 for a custody evaluation, the Florida Court of Appeal pointed out that the psychologist’s 29-page assessment report seemed to have little, if any, impact on the trial court’s ruling. A custody evaluation may appear more thorough when a psychologist generates a large amount of information on a family, but it should also be noted that such activity also increases the opportunity for more errors to be made.

**Differentiate overt behavior from verbal report.** Behaviors such as a child crying and a parent hugging one’s offspring are overt, objectively measurable, and potentially incontrovertible. The child either cried or didn’t. A hug was provided or it wasn’t. On the other hand, what one parent says about a child crying or what a psychologist says about a parent’s attitudes are more subject to error than overt nonverbal behaviors. Psychological research has shown for some time that overt nonverbal behavior is less prone to distortion than verbal reports of behavior. Thus, when considering the contents of a custody-investigation report as part of the evidentiary record, greater confidence can be placed in the overt behaviors dis-
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played compared to individuals' reports about behavior. This does not mean that all verbal statements should be discounted; clearly, some assertions convey critical information. However, a prominent psychology professor captured the issue well when he said, “People can tell you anything, but behavior doesn't lie.”

**Differentiate between facts and interpretations.** Consistent with the above distinction, the scientific literature shows generally that when observing interactions among individuals and providing explanations, “people agree about behavior but not about its causes.” Thus, when a parent comes to watch a child's soccer game, that parent's presence is typically a readily agreed-upon fact. However, why the parent came to the soccer game could be open to debate, ranging from loving intentions to manipulative motives. When studying a custody report, focusing on the behavior of the litigants over the interpretations provided makes the reader less dependent on the explanations themselves, which are prone to bias.

**Recognize that quantitative information from psychological tests may not be as useful as desired.** Test scores, quantitative indices, and statistical profiles are useful tools of the psychologist—when used appropriately. As noted earlier, there are no scientifically accepted psychological tests for performing a custody evaluation, yet the overwhelming majority of custody evaluators use them. Further, the 2,000+ tests that psychologists can choose from differ from one another in many respects, such as the amount of scientific research available on the test, the degree to which the test has been validated, and whether or not the test has ever been used in research on custody litigants. At minimum, the custody evaluator should be able to articulate for the judge why a particular test was chosen for use over others, what deficiencies exist with the chosen test, and what limitations apply to the meaning of the test numbers generated in regard to the family at hand. While quantitative information can give an air of objectivity, it may or may not represent valid or practically useful information. Psychologists themselves indicated in a nationwide survey that they find psychological tests to be less influential when conducting a custody evaluation compared to interviewing and observing the parents and children.

**Properly consider the source.** A judge should not be swayed by the recommendations of a psychologist merely because he or she knows the psychologist, likes the psychologist, or respects his or her credentials. Heading a professional group or being involved in bar activities does not validate scientifically the value of such a psychologist's custody recommendations. The fact that a clinician has performed 500 custody evaluations does not mean that there is scientific evidence to support his or her custody recommendations over someone who hasn't conducted that number of evaluations. The most objective source of information is the overt behavior of the litigation participants themselves, devoid of verbal reports about their behavior—even if those reports are made by the most experienced and reputable custody evaluator.

**Hold high expectations for a custody report.** Given the lack of scientific validity for custody evaluations, some might suggest lowering expectations for what a psychological report should deliver. This would be a mistake. The bench should take a dim view of any custody-evaluation report that fails to be of the highest caliber. In the absence of scientific support for these reports, certain issues should receive considerable attention when reviewing them. For example, does the psychologist's description of the parties and events mesh well with what has been observed in the courtroom? If it doesn't, why is that? Is there a straightforward and logical rationale for the custody recommendations that fits the rest of the evidence in the case? It should. Does all of the information the psychologist gathered lead directly to precise recommendations that appear convincing? If not, why doesn't it? These questions represent the minimal kind of analysis that the court should undertake when evaluating custody-report recommendations.

**CONCLUSION**

The stakes are high when a family litigates over child custody. In the worst-case scenario, the offspring are assigned to the wrong parent and a suffering unfolds that cannot be undone. This possibility alone provides ample justification for judges to seek the best advice they can when making decisions about child placement.

With mental-health professionals appearing in courtrooms to assist with child-custody determinations, it is not unreasonable to hope that their input would be based on a strong scientific foundation. Just as a physician can rely on the latest research evidence on antibiotics to guide interventions for infections, one would like to believe that psychologists' custody recommendations are validated scientifically. Unfortunately, this is not the case. Not one scientific study has appeared that proves that the child-custody recommendations offered by psychologists lead to better lives for the children participating in these evaluations. Yet custody investigations can produce serious consequences for the children involved. Some consequences may be positive, but unfortunately, the consequences can also be quite negative. This leaves the families litigating over custody in less than optimal circumstances when they are ordered to participate in psychological examinations.
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At present, it would appear that custody evaluators’ recommendations are more likely to be influenced by the evaluators’ respective biases than by scientific findings. The role of evaluator bias in custody investigations has yet to be adequately investigated by psychologists.

In light of the current scientific status of custody evaluations, judges are encouraged to view psychologists’ timesharing and placement proposals with a critical eye. The recommendations presented here for inspecting a custody-evaluation report should prove helpful.

Hopefully, the scientific foundation to support custody recommendations will develop strongly in the future so that the court can come to rely more assuredly on psychological expertise. Families litigating over custody need the current limitations of custody recommendations to be overcome. When proper research evidence accumulates, judges will be able to place greater faith in the guidance offered by custody evaluators.
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